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Henkel supplies automotive industry with Teroson RB 8275

New sound deadening material is better for the
environment
A trend is taking hold across the automotive industry – sound-deadening
materials that can be sprayed onto car bodies by robots are increasingly
replacing bitumen mats. Henkel is now introducing the fourth generation of its
rubber-based acoustic materials to the market.
Teroson RB 8275 is the innovation from Henkel that is already being used at leading
car manufacturers. The new product, a liquid applied sound deadener (LASD),
significantly reduces the solid-borne noise generated by the engine and the wheels
during driving.
“The new Teroson RB 8275 exhibits a whole series of advantages over its own
predecessors and other competing sound deadening materials,” says Manfred
Kosche, Henkel Product Line Manager for LASD products. Its acoustic performance
is more than 15 percent higher than the current industry standard.
20 percent lighter
In addition to this, Teroson RB 8275 saves up to 20 percent weight compared with
today’s standard products. Simply by switching to the Henkel innovation, car makers
can reduce the weight of a vehicle by about 1 kilogram. “That may not seem much to
a non-specialist, but it represents a huge step forward for a vehicle designer
habitually endeavoring to save a gram here or there,” explains Kosche. Less weight
means less consumption, and it provides opportunities to incorporate more safety
components or comfort-improving features in the car.
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The environment benefits, and transport costs fall
The environment doesn’t just benefit from the reduced fuel consumption throughout
the car’s usually years-long service life. Teroson RB 8275 is based to a large extent
on renewable raw materials, which reduces the dependency on traditional raw
materials such as crude oil or its derivatives.
The product can now also be delivered to car manufacturers by rail tanker cars
directly from Henkel’s plant in Heidelberg. The tanks have a capacity of 21,000 liters
and can be transported in an environmentally sustainable way by rail. Moreover, the
container itself can be reused as often as desired, which also saves on logistic costs.
Teroson RB 8275 is, in effect, a really neat solution for customers. They no longer
have to arrange for space-eating and costly logistics in their own plant, or for the
transport and cleaning of the containers. Whereas the time-consuming, manual fitting
of up to 30 conventional bitumen mats in each car body generates a great deal of
dust and dirt, the automated spraying of liquid applied Teroson is a clean process.
Nearly all the bitumen mats used today can be replaced by Teroson RB 8275. This
also helps to assure consistent quality, since spray application by robot is faster and
more precise than manual bonding of mats. The new Teroson does not require any
hazard labeling and the low level of emissions also lies significantly below today’s
thresholds.
Henkel began producing rubber-based LASD products for the automotive industry in
Europe in 2006. Today Henkel supplies innovative sound deadening materials to
leading auto brands around the world.

For more information, visit our website http://www.henkel.com/automotive.
Teroson is a registered trademark of Henkel and/or its affiliates in Germany and elsewhere.
Henkel operates worldwide with leading brands and technologies in three business areas:
Laundry & Home Care, Beauty Care and Adhesive Technologies. Founded in 1876, Henkel holds
globally leading market positions both in the consumer and industrial businesses with well-known
brands such as Persil, Schwarzkopf and Loctite. Henkel employs about 47,000 people and reported
sales of 16,510 million euros and adjusted operating profit of 2,335 million euros in fiscal 2012.
Henkel’s preferred shares are listed in the German stock index DAX.
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The following material is available:

Teroson RB 8275, a liquid applied sound deadener (LASD), significantly reduces the solid-borne noise
generated by the engine and the wheels during driving.

The acoustic performance of Teroson RB 8275 is more than 15 percent higher than the current
industry standard.
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